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ABSTRACT. We have investigated the role of local environmental interactions on the generation 

of free charge carriers in doped organic layers. Via a self-consistent micro-electrostatic model, we 

demonstrate the dual effect of molecular quadrupole moments of host and dopant molecules on 

doping. Namely, electrostatic interactions ease ionization of the dopant by altering the energy level 

alignment between the host and the dopant and reduce the barrier for charge dissociation by 

flattening the energy landscape around the ionized dopants. These results indicate that tailoring 

molecular quadrupole moments of the host and/or dopant is an attractive strategy towards 

improved doping efficiency in organic semiconductors. 
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NEW CONCEPTS. Organic semiconductors are emerging as a viable alternative to their inorganic 

counterparts in optoelectronic applications such as organic LEDs, organic solar cells, organic FETs 

and sensing devices. Despite molecular doping contributed to this success, namely by allowing 

fine tuning of the Fermi level in stacked devices, the doping efficiency in organic semiconductors 

is still very low, sometimes in the range of only a few percent. In this communication, we 

demonstrate that the molecular quadrupole moments of the host and the dopant both strongly affect 

the charge generation mechanism in doped organic layers. Our detailed micro-electrostatic 

calculations show that a careful engineering of the molecular quadrupole moments can strongly 

favor the dopant ionization mechanism by rearranging the frontier energy levels of the host/dopant 

couples and improve charge dissociation by decreasing the effective electron-hole Coulomb 

energy barrier.  
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Molecular doping has proved to be a game-changer in the field of organic optoelectronics as it 

allows for example the precise alignment of the energy levels at the interfaces of multi-layer 

devices and the minimization of Ohmic losses at the electrodes.1-4 As a result, molecular doping 

has laid the foundations for the development of efficient organic devices including organic light 

emitting diodes (OLEDs), organic field effect transistors (OFETs) and organic solar cells (OSCs).5-

7 Despite the significant technological impact of molecular doping, we are still currently lacking a 

detailed understanding of its mechanisms,8,9 which has precluded the identification of molecular 

design strategies and has led to disappointing charge generation efficiency in doped organic 

layers.10 

What is currently known is that charge generation in doped organic semiconductors consists of 

two elementary steps.2,10,11 The first step involves either a hybridization of the host-dopant frontier 

molecular orbitals or a ground-state integer charge transfer (CT) process between the host and the 

dopant.1,12,13 For p-type doping, the latter is favoured when the energy difference between the 

ionization potential (IP) of the host and the electron affinity (EA) of the dopant (i.e. the host-dopant 

gap Γ"# = 𝐼𝑃"'() − 𝐸𝐴#'-) is smaller than the Coulomb binding energy (𝑉/") between an electron 

and its geminate hole sitting on nearest neighbour molecules.14,15 In such conditions, a bound CT 

state between the hole left on the host and the electron added on the dopant is generated.11,12 This 

is the ionization step. The second step, namely the charge dissociation, then consists of the spatial 

migration of the hole (for p-doping) away from the ionized acceptor that requires overcoming the 

large 𝑉/" Coulomb binding of the CT pair, which usually amounts to several hundreds of meV.16-

18 The energetic and kinetic aspects of both steps need to be concomitantly optimized in order to 

maximize the overall charge generation efficiency, which calls for a control of the interactions 

between the molecules at the microscopic level.10 
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Tuning these microscopic interactions can be achieved by molecular and material engineering. 

For instance, Ross et al. demonstrated that the energy levels in an organic semiconductor and the 

Fermi energy can be simultaneously tuned by taking advantage of molecular quadrupolar 

interactions.3 This result was achieved by co-evaporating a host mixture between zinc-

phthalocyanine (ZnPc) and its eight-times fluorinated counterpart (F8ZnPc) together with the p-

type dopant F6-TCNNQ. Such mixtures are very interesting because they provide an effective and 

practical approach to finely control the p-doping efficiency of F6-TCNNQ upon tuning the host 

energy levels, which are a function of the ZnPc:F8ZnPc molar ratio.3,19,20 

Here, in the wake of the very recent experimental work reported by Ross et al.,3 we investigate 

the role of environmental interactions on the charge generation mechanism in doped binary 

(ZnPc:F6-TCNNQ and F8ZnPc:F6-TCNNQ) and ternary (ZnPc:F8ZnPc:F6-TCNNQ) blends. 

Based on an in-depth atomistic modelling of electrostatic and dielectric phenomena in molecular 

solids,21 we show that charge-quadrupole interactions affect both the ionization step (by reshuffling 

the energy levels of the dopant and the host) and the charge dissociation step (by creating a 

favourable energy pathway for the hole). Interestingly, although the solid-state interactions are 

commonly considered long-range, we observe that the substitution of a host molecule with F6-

TCNNQ has a significant short-range effect, namely the IP of the host molecules in closest 

proximity to the dopant strongly differ by ⁓0.4 eV from the IPs of the other host molecules. This 

electrostatic contribution is mainly due to the charge-quadrupolar moment of F6-TCNNQ and 

significantly affects the Γ"# gap, which on average amounts to 0.63 eV for ZnPc and 0.86 eV for 

F8ZnPc. When accounting for electron-hole Coulomb interactions 𝑉/", we find an overall energy 

barrier that is close to zero for the formation of a bound, First Nearest Neighbor (FNN) pair for a 

binary ZnPc:F6-TCNNQ blend. In F8ZnPc:F6-TCNNQ this barrier is 0.2 eV larger, in line with 
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the poorer ionization efficiency observed in literature for the latter blend. Notably, 𝑉/" also 

provides a quantitative estimate of the energy that needs to be overcome to free the charges of the 

CT state, which turns out to be sizeable in both blends (~0.65 eV). Very interestingly, by extending 

the calculations beyond FNNs, we also notice that the quadrupolar field generated by the F6-

TCNNQ dopant positively impacts charge dissociation by considerably reducing this energy 

barrier. We believe these results pave the way towards a full control of both steps (ionization and 

charge dissociation) in the doping of organics through the proper engineering of molecular 

quadrupolar moments.  

First, we calculated the gas-phase IP and EA of the host (ZnPc and F8ZnPc) and p-dopant (F6-

TCNNQ) molecules (see chemical structures in Figure 1a and SI2) at the evGW many-body 

perturbation theory level.22,23 The obtained values, reported in Figure SI3, are in excellent 

agreement with experimental values,24 and indicate an increase in both the molecular IP and EA 

by ~0.5 eV upon fluorination, as a result of the strong, inductive, electron-withdrawing effects 

induced by the fluorine atoms.25 The huge energy difference in the gas-phase between the EA of 

F6-TCNNQ (4.44 eV) and the IP of the host (6.41 eV for ZnPc and 6.91 eV for F8ZnPc) would 

completely impede ground-state CT. The situation changes dramatically when accounting for 

environmental solid-state effects on the energy levels of both the host and dopant molecules.21,26 

In molecular solids, the IP and EA values depend strongly on collective, long-range, electrostatic 

effects associated with the varying charge density distributions in the neutral and ionized 

molecules. These include induction effects, describing the dielectric screening of the polarizable 

medium to an added charge, and electrostatic interactions, brought about by the molecular 

electrical multipole moments.21 In our case, electrostatic interactions are led by the quadrupole 

term, since the molecules of interest are centrosymmetric and have no dipole moment.19  
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We first consider the case of a F6-TCNNQ dopant as a single substitutional impurity in two pristine 

lattices, the first made of ZnPc molecules and the second of F8ZnPc ones. We specifically 

considered films (2D slab calculations) of the two compounds, composed of molecular stacks 

whose axis lies in the film plane, leading to an edge-on molecular orientation with respect to the 

slab normal (Figure SI4).19 Electrostatic and induction phenomena are described here with a 

classical Micro-Electrostatic (ME) model of atomistic resolution, see Methods in SI.27 Our 

calculations reveal large environmental effects on charge energetics, as shown in Figures 1b and 

1c.26 In line with earlier findings, we notice that induction interactions reduce the host-dopant gap 

by ~2 eV, irrespective on the host material, as a result of the similar dielectric susceptibilities.21,28  

On top of induction, the electrostatic contribution further affects the energy levels with an 

amplitude and sign that depend on the host material. Namely, these interactions are determined by 

the out-of-plane component of the traceless quadrupolar tensor, which is positive in ZnPc and 

negative in F8ZnPc because of the inverted polarity of C-F vs C-H bonds (Table SI1). In Figures 

1b and 1c, we distinguish between the IP of an host molecule far away from the dopant (open 

circle) and an host molecule sitting next to the dopant along the π-π stacking direction (full circle), 

which we consider the most important for both charge motion and electrostatic interactions. We 

notice that the sign of the electrostatic shifts of the energy levels of both the dopant and host 

molecules is the same as the pristine host, which is negative for ZnPc (Fig. 1a) and positive for 

F8ZnPc (Fig. 1b). This determines a 1 eV difference in the EA between the two hosts, in line with 

recent findings by some of us.26 Interestingly, we also observe that the IP of a host molecule does 

strongly depend on its position with respect to the dopant. The position dependence of the host 

levels can be ascribed to the different charge-quadrupolar moment of the dopant with respect to 
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the host molecule. Being originated by the quadrupole of the single dopant molecule, this effect is 

short-range and has an appreciable impact only on the nearest-neighbor molecules.  

 

Figure 1 – Binary blends. (1) Molecular structures and renderings of the electrostatic potentials 

of ZnPc, F8ZnPc and F6-TCNNQ, as obtained from DFT calculations at the PBE0/cc-pVTZ level 

of theory. (b, c) Effect of induction and electrostatic interactions on the frontier energy levels of 

the dopant (blue triangles) and the host molecules, either in close proximity (full circle) or far away 

(open circle) from the dopant. Specifically, (b) binary blend composed of ZnPc (host, red dots) 

and F6-TCNNQ (dopant, blue triangles) and (c) binary blend composed of F8ZnPc (host, green 

dots) and F6-TCNNQ (dopant, blue triangles). 
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We now turn our attention to the energy levels of the ternary blends composed by a mixed 

ZnPc:F8ZnPc host, doped with a single F6-TCNNQ molecule. ME calculations were carried out 

for different host mixing ratios, ranging from pure ZnPc to pure F8ZnPc. For the 1:1 ratio, we opt 

for an alternating ZnPc-F8ZnPc mixed-stack motif, which is expected to be the most stable 

structure for π-stacked molecules with opposite quadrupoles. A similar alternating packing was 

recently resolved for a 1:1 co-crystal of pentacene and perfluoropentacene.29 Crystalline supercells 

of blends with different ratio were created in a similar way but with a different alternating 

periodicity (one ZnPc molecule every two F8ZnPc molecules, and vice versa). Our calculations for 

the energy levels in undoped ZnPc:F8ZnPc blends of different composition (Figure SI5) are in 

substantial agreement with the similar ones reported by Schwarze et al.19  

The energy levels of host and dopant molecules in ternary blends are shown in Figure 2a. Since 

different microscopic configurations can be generated upon introducing a dopant in the 

ZnPc:F8ZnPc blends (for the 1:1 ratio, the dopant can be placed both at ZnPc and F8ZnPc site; 

more configurations are possible for other host composition), the figure displays the average over 

the possible microstructures, which is representative of the specific values reported in Figure SI6. 

Calculations in Figure 2a show that the energy levels of host molecules and dopant evolve linearly 

with the ZnPc molar ratio, as all the molecules probe an effective quadrupolar field resulting from 

the additive contributions sourced by the two host molecules. Most importantly, this translates into 

a Γ"# energy difference that does not significantly vary with the host mixing ratio, leading to the 

conclusion that replacing a significant fraction of ZnPc molecules by electron-poor F8ZnPc should 

not be overly detrimental to ionization, at least from an energetic point of view. This is an 

important result that laid down the foundation of the statistical approach successfully used by Ross 

et al. to model the ternary blends.3 
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On average, when accounting for the whole range of host chemical composition, the Γ"# gap 

ranges from 0.63 eV for ZnPc to 0.86 eV in F8ZnPc (Figure 2b). This energy difference is largely 

compensated by the electron-hole Coulomb binding energy 𝑉/" (~0.65 eV), making the overall 

ionization process barrier-free for ZnPc, while still significantly activated (energy barrier ⁓0.2 eV) 

for F8ZnPc (Figure 2b). This is in good agreement with the high ionization efficiency 

experimentally measured in the ZnPc:F6-TCNNQ blends.3 Conversely, CT state energy for the 

F8ZnPc case remains positive and higher than the thermal energy, which underlines the ionization 

efficiency is low, in line with our previous experimental results.3 In addition to 𝑉/", we considered 

the role played by structural relaxations upon charging,26 the so-called polaronic effect (𝜆 = 𝜆1 +

𝜆3). This contribution (~0.15 eV) further stabilizes the CT state energy, making the CT process 

from the host to the dopant even easier (Figure 2b).  

  

Figure 2 – Ternary blends. (a) Effect of the solid-state interactions on the IPs of ZnPc (red circles) 

and F8ZnPc (green circles) and the EA of F6-TCNNQ (blue triangles) in ZnPc:F8ZnPc blends 

doped with F6-TCNNQ as a function of ZnPc molar ratio. The data correspond to averages over 

different microscopic hosts-dopant configurations. (b) Energies of the CT state where the electron 

is localized on the F6-TCNNQ and the hole either on the FNN ZnPc or F8ZnPc. The energy was 

Gabriele D'Avino
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calculated by considering different contributions, namely (1) the  Γ"# energy difference, (2) the e-

h Coulomb interaction (𝑉/"), and (3) the relaxation energy of the CT state (𝜆). The last two 

contributions stabilize the Γ"# energy difference and make the CT state more stable.  

Moving on further, we discuss the results of similar calculations performed for molecules from 

first to fifth neighbour along the π-π stacking direction, as they are relevant for charge separation 

of the CT states. In Figure 3 and Table SI5, we report the energies of the CT states and the 𝑉/" 

binding energies as a function of the hole distance from the F6-TCNNQ anion for the ZnPc:F6-

TCNNQ and F8ZnPc:F6-TCNNQ binary blends and for ternary blends with 1:1 ZnPc:F8ZnPc 

composition, distinguishing the two cases where the dopant sits at the molecular site of ZnPc or 

F8ZnPc. Remarkably, our calculations highlight that the activation energy barrier for charge 

separation of the CT state is significantly lower than the mere Coulomb binding energy 𝑉/", which 

is 0.65 eV (compare red and black lines in Figure 3). The activation energy reduces to ~0.1 eV in 

ZnPc:F6-TCNNQ binary systems and is slightly larger (⁓0.25 eV) in F8ZnPc:F6-TCNNQ. We 

explain this massive reduction in effective binding energy between the holes and their ionized 

acceptors as resulting from the changing quadrupolar field experienced by the host molecules when 

further away from the F6-TCNNQ dopant. This appears particularly clear when looking at the IPs 

of the host molecules as a function of the distance from F6-TCNNQ (TableSI4, Figure SI7). The 

calculations show that the induction effect is similar for all the molecular positions and the main 

responsible for this energetic rearrangement is the electrostatic contribution. Such an energy level 

bending effect, previously reported in the context of photoinduced charge separation at donor-

acceptor interfaces,30-33 extends over 3-4 molecules and helps the holes to escape their Coulomb 

wells.  
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Figure 3 – Charge separation. Energies of the CT state (red dots) and 𝑉/" binding energies (black 

squares) where the electron is localized on the F6-TCNNQ and the hole on either ZnPc or F8ZnPc 

host molecules, from the first to the fifth nearest neighbours along the π-π stacking direction. The 

calculations are reported for (a) ZnPc:F6-TCNNQ and (b) F8ZnPc:F6-TCNNQ binary blends, and 

two 1:1 configurations of (c,d) ZnPc:F8ZnPc:F6-TCNNQ ternary blends. The CT state energy was 

calculated by considering different contributions, namely (1) the Γ"# energy difference, (2) the e-

h Coulomb interaction (𝑉/"). Legend: orange square = ZnPc, green square = F8ZnPc, blue oval = 

F6-TCNNQ. 

In conclusion, our work delved into the effect of the environmental solid-state interactions on 

the generation of free charge carriers by doping organic semiconductors. We carried out our 

investigations on a model system comprising ZnPc:F8ZnPc blend, as a host, p-doped with F6-
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TCNNQ. This ternary blend allows to control doping efficiency by simply varying the ZnPc molar 

ratio.3 Our theoretical work disclosed the fundamental role of charge-quadrupolar interactions on 

both (1) the ionization and (2) the charge dissociation steps of molecular doping. As for the 

ionization step, our work revealed that the presence of a substitutional F6-TCNNQ molecule in 

the host lattice strongly influence (by ⁓0.4 eV) the IP of the nearest-neighbor molecules without 

affecting those further apart. This short-range electrostatic contribution significantly affects the 

Γ"# gap, which on average amounts to 0.63 eV for ZnPc and 0.86 eV for F8ZnPc. In addition, after 

considering the electron-hole Coulomb interactions (𝑉/"), the overall energy barrier for the 

formation of the CT state between FNN molecules becomes close to zero for ZnPc/F6-TCNNQ 

pairs and is ~0.2 eV larger for F8ZnPc/F6-TCNNQ pairs, in line with the larger ionization 

efficiency measured in the former blend. The charge dissociation step is expected to be very 

inefficient on the sole consideration of the Coulomb binding energy of the generated holes to their 

ionized acceptors, with 𝑉/" as large as ~0.65 eV. Remarkably, however, this is largely alleviated 

by longer-range charge-quadrupole interactions that tilt the energy landscape in favor of 

dissociation, with residual effective energy barriers in the range 0-0.2 eV depending on the local 

micro-structural configuration.  

All in all, our findings highlight that a thorough engineering of molecular quadruple moments 

of both the host and the dopant is essential to control the ionization and the charge dissociation 

steps in molecular doping and to develop a new generation of host/dopant couples with improved 

doping efficiency. 
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